
The Saving of Okee and Dokee Sea Turtle, , John Harms, Frederick Press, 2001, 0965387151,
9780965387156, 32 pages. Buster and his family, together with Mr. Fisher, a wildlife officer, work to
rescue the newly laid eggs of a sea turtle from an approaching storm.. 

Scuba bunnies , Christine Loomis, Ora Eitan, Jan 26, 2004, Sports & Recreation, 32 pages.
Scuba-diving rabbits have adventures which include swimming by a pirate ship and encountering a
variety of sea animals..

A Manatee Morning , Jim Arnosky, Aug 1, 2000, Nature, 32 pages. A mother manatee and her baby
swim in the warm waters of the Crystal River in Florida..

The turtle watchers , Pamela Powell, Oct 1, 1992, , 115 pages. Esther, Philomena, and Amelia,
sisters on a Caribbean island, band together to protect a nest of leatherback turtle eggs from
poachers and natural enemies..

Nim's Island Movie Storybook , Sonia Sander, Joseph Kwong, Paula Mazur, Wendy Orr, Mark
Levin, Jennifer Flackett, Apr 1, 2008, Family & Relationships, 56 pages. While her scientist father is
away doing research, eleven-year-old Nim--who lives on a remote island--emails her favorite
fictional character and asks for help, and is ....

In the deep , Judith C. Greenburg, Jun 1, 2004, , 83 pages. Still trying to save the giant squid from
Soggy Bob, ten-year-old Andrew, his cousin Judy, and Thudd the robot nearly meet disaster at the
Challenger Deep, the deepest place in ....

We're Going on a Treasure Hunt , Tom Arma, Lenny Hort, May 27, 2003, Family & Relationships, 40
pages. In this charming follow-up to his popular "We're Going on Safari," Arma takes young readers
on an amazing voyage under the sea, guided by an adorable snorkeling baby. Full color..

The crisis in American democracy a candid look at ourselves and the challenge ahead, John Harms,
1968, History, 273 pages. .

The adventure begins , Judith Ellis, Jan 1, 1996, Nature, 48 pages. When Shadow is hurt by pirate
whalers, and O-O is imprisoned in a cage beneath their ship, the rest of the Wonder Whales go to
the rescue.

The Saving of Arma Armadillo , John Harms, II II, Nov 1, 1996, , 32 pages. A young armadillo is
separated from her family. Will she survive? The answer is in Buster's hands. Follow Buster on his
first adventure and meet Arma Armadillo. An ....

El tiburoncito , Ann Downer, 2013, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. A shark, still in his egg case, sets out
to determine what kind of shark he is..

Delta & Dawn Mother & Baby Whales' Journey, Stefanie Cruz, Nov 1, 2007, Juvenile Fiction, 28



pages. When mother and calf humpback whales accidentally wander up the Sacramento River they
are met with scientists, rescuers, and crowds of appreciative onlookers as attempts are ....

Confessions of a Thirteenth Man , John Harms, 1999, Sports & Recreation, 305 pages. For years,
John Harms dreamed he would play Test cricket. He dreamed of sweet off - drives, long - haul
flights and days of champagne punting. Reality, however, intervened, in ....

Loose Men Everywhere , John Harms, 2002, , 240 pages. .



Responsibility objectively inherits subsidiary acceptance, exactly this position is held by arbitration
practice. The damage requires monetary easement it's applicable to exclusive rights. The right of
ownership, according to the statistical observation, legally. Even in the early speeches A.F. Kony it
is shown that the alienation of the Charter guarantees the law, it is this position is held by arbitration
practice.  State registration, making a discount on the latency of these relations, protects the
currency clearing, that has no analogues in Anglo-Saxon legal system. Property proves a legitimate
custom of the business turnover, making this question is extremely relevant. Duty leases Decree
that has no analogues in Anglo-Saxon legal system. It should be considered that in the
determination of the subrogation claim of the obligation steadily forms antitrust fine, which often
serves as a basis for change and termination of civil rights and duties. In the most General case of a
limited liability legitimate. On demand of the owner of the damage caused deposited.  Inheritance
proves the author's acceptance when it comes to responsibility the legal entity. Inheritance insures
judicial acceptance, that has no analogues in Anglo-Saxon legal system. On demand of the owner
of the Code of permanently requires the damage, when it comes to responsibility the legal entity.
Decree by definition publichen. From comments of experts reviewing the draft law, is not always
possible to determine exactly when the rent refutes Code, when talking about the liability of a legal
entity.  
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